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NOMINATION S N OW O P E N!
We are delighted to announce the launch of the
award-winning seventh annual cHeRries Awards
to celebrate, recognise and reward those who
have made a significant contribution to excellence
in Human Resources, Recruitment and Training.

The cHeRries
Blossoming Award
Aberdeen Business School at The
Robert Gordon University

Being held at the AECC Aberdeen, on
Thursday 5th June 2014

The Top cHeRry Award for
Outstanding Contribution
Kudos Financial Services

Nominations close on:
Friday 14th February 2014

Exemplary Employer
of Choice
CMS Cameron McKenna

To make your nominations and for more
information please visit:
www.cherriesawards.com

Title Sponsor:

AWA R D C AT E G O R IE S

Outstanding HR Director
AMEC

Excellent HR Manager
activpayroll
Extraordinary Team
Initiative
Petrofac
Fantastic HR Advisor
Wood Group PSN
Tremendous Training
& Development
Aberdeen Appointments Agency
Finders Keepers
Recruitment & Retention
DavidsonMorris

Supporting Sponsor:

Sponsors:

8 North Silver Street, Aberdeen AB10 1RL
Tel: 01224 651815 Fax: 01224 643466
www.cherriesawards.com

www.upwebsite.com

How was it for you?

YOUR Chamber’s mission statement starts with the words “our members at the heart of the
Chamber”.
Are we delivering on our promise?
At the end of 2013, over 280 of you took the time and trouble to complete a questionnaire to
give your Chamber feedback on performance – letting us know how well we are doing against
our promise.
The main results are reproduced in full in the centre spread of the Business Bulletin – so that you
know what you said to us.
The headlines show:

•
•
•

CHAMBER VIEWPOINT

Bob Collier
Chief Executive

More than 90% of you are satisfied or very satisfied that you get value for money from your
subscription.
62% of business join to connect with others
The most common words used by you to describe the Chamber are: professional, helpful,
local, efficient, friendly, informative, proactive, relevant and effective.

The levels of satisfaction that you have reported, go part of the way to explaining why
membership of the Chamber grew by over 100 businesses during 2013.
You also gave us valuable feedback about how we can improve our services even more, through
targeted communications, improved access.
Indeed, our main driver for the next few years will be “continuous improvement”, and we want
you to report that we looked after you even better in 2014, because we care.
Thanks for your support.
We’ll keep doing our best to earn it.

Bob Collier
Chief Executive
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Business Bulletin February 2014
We want to thank our Premier Partners for their
continued support of your Chamber. Please contact
Liam Smyth, Membership Director, at
liam.smyth@agcc.co.uk if you would like to learn more
about this exclusive level of membership.

PREMIER PARTNERS

The Chamber is happy to publicise the services and products of member organisations, but cannot be held liable for any loss sustained by members using any of the services advertised.
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Investing in today and tomorrow
DEVELOPING staff through work-based learning is one of
the best investments businesses could make in 2014.
It is recognised that training can improve business
performance, profit and staff morale. Other benefits
include help with costs, tailored training to fit current and
future business need, increased employee engagement,
and loyalty and staff retention savings.

NEWS

It’s clear that employers want employees to build on vital
core skills for the 21st century – productivity, responsibility,
initiative, adaptability and leadership – in the ways which
suit their businesses now and in the long term.
But competing pressures on firms can mean that staff
development can be easily pushed down the priority list.
However, getting started has been made easier with Skills
Development Scotland’s (SDS) OurSkillsForce.co.uk.
The website offers information on national and local skills
support including how to recruit, get funding for staff
training and how to develop a workforce.
It also provides regularly updated information on national
and local labour markets, the latest thinking from business
and sector leaders and online tools to help with skills
planning.
This significant step comes in direct response to what
employers have been asking for and is supported by SDS’s
national network of Employer Engagement Advisers.
The organisation’s man in the North is Roddy Innes who
works at regional and local level with key stakeholders and
directly with businesses to identify skills solutions.
“Work-based learning has benefits for staff too.
“They acquire new skills, increasing
their contribution to the
business, the training can help
them get other positions within
the business, they are doing
something new and different
which keeps them motivated, and
because employers have invested
in them they feel valued and are
loyal,” he explained.

•

annually
over 91% of Scotland’s pupils set out on a constructive
work or training path after leaving school last summer

Roddy said: “There is clear evidence that work-based
learning is one of the most effective approaches on
training. Knowledge acquired for test and qualifications
tends to melt away quickly, but knowledge and skills we
use are what sticks.”
He added: “We are there to help employers develop all
their staff who are at all stages of their careers.
“That could range from helping people train to meet new
industry-required qualifications or a new business need.
“It could also be about helping young people into the
workplace. They need more than knowledge and skills, they
need to understand the discipline of employment and the
culture of businesses and industries.”
Whether employers are investing in the workforces of the
future through greater links with education, or developing
current workforce skills to meet the challenges of highly
competitive marketplaces, SDS has a range of services to
help.
It is probably the best advice on investment you will get all
year.

•

For more information visit ourskillsforce.co.uk, call the
helpline on 0800 783 6000 or Roddy Innes on 01343 548
884 or 07789 988 961 or email roderick.innes@sds.co.uk.

•

AGCC Training delivers a range of open courses
covering management and leadership, skills for success,
and both personal and business development. For more
information, visit agcc.co.uk/skills or contact the team
on 01224 343 917.

The driver for much of Roddy
and his colleagues’ work is to
equip Scotland’s businesses of all
sizes with the skilled workforce
they need to compete in a global
market place.
Recent statistics are encouraging,
showing:

•

•
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a recent SDS survey revealed
that 96% of businesses found
their employees were better
at their job after completing
training
the number of Modern
Apprentices starting in
Scotland has risen in recent
years from 10,000 to 25,000

Chamber members Score won the Large Employer of the Year award in Scotland’s Modern
Apprenticeship Awards last December
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Money in the bank
THERE’S hardly a day goes by without something appearing in the media about banks being
unwilling to lend to SMEs, but bankers here in the North-east insist that for well-run businesses,
there is money available.

He concedes that a more rigorous process may have to
be followed to secure money but that is a reflection of the
introduction of more responsible banking in recent years.
“We have around 8,000 SME businesses (from start up
businesses to established businesses with turnover up to
£2million a year) in the city and shire and we have been
particularly successful this year with new start-ups.

“In our experience many
people are absorbed in
running their businesses
rather than taking a helicopter
view and working on, rather
than in, the business.”
George Thom,
Royal Bank of Scotland

“There has been growth of 32% year-on-year which tells
you a little bit about the economy and the confidence in
Aberdeen which is better than many areas of Scotland.

FEATURES

In fact, George Thom, Director Business Banking, RBS,
Aberdeen City and Shire, explained that his team are
proactively contacting businesses every day to try to
stimulate demand and offer financial backing.

“The supply of funds is absolutely there, supported by
the Funding for Lending scheme which the Government
has introduced to help the banking industry help
businesses grow and expand.
“Our experience is that we have many businesses which
are cash-rich with significant deposit balances with us
and their initial reaction is: ‘Thank you, we appreciate
the call but we don’t need to borrow.’”
He explained that in some cases, the money they have
in the bank could be used as a deposit to buy, rather
than rent their business premises, something the
customers have considered but dismissed because they
were under the erroneous impression that banks aren’t
lending money.
“There is a general misconception that if people apply
for a loan they won’t get one but we to try to find ways
to lend money to help businesses realise their ambitions
and grow,” he said.
He agreed credit assessment is different compared to
five or 10 years ago. “Our overriding criteria today is
affordability - in our judgement do we think the customer
can afford to repay us? Going back pre-2008, available
security influenced the decision more. Now we need to
be convinced that the business can afford to repay us.
“We publish on the Royal Bank website a lending
checklist of what a business customer needs to provide,
to help us assess a lending proposition. We look at
the customers’ business bank account trends. Is the
operation of their account good? Have they got a good
track record of repaying facilities they have already?
“We also need up-to-date financial trading figures and
that is probably a change of focus. We can only fully
determine if, in our judgement, the business can repay
the debt by looking at past performance, through the
trading figures and by looking forward with the help of
cash and profit projections.
continued on next page

George Thom, Royal Bank of Scotland
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“Pre-2008, we worked more with historical financial
information and put too much importance on the
availability of security. However that is not responsible
lending and that is one of the things we challenge
ourselves with now – to be responsible lenders.”

It’s all in

He said it was important to help customers understand
their own businesses a bit better and asking customers
more questions helped achieve that.

PADDY Collins believes that banks should be treated
good.

FEATURES

continued from previous page

“We feel we have a duty of care to share our business
expertise. If we notice something which is a trend in their
bank account it is only right that we have that conversation
with the customer. Say, for example, we look at the operation
of the bank account and the average borrowing year-onyear has doubled. We would ask the customer why that has
happened and if they don’t know that’s pretty worrying.
It could be a combination of things like buying capital
equipment and passing this through their overdraft facility.
“We like to tailor a particular product to a purpose so if
our customers are looking for working capital support, this
would be an overdraft or invoice finance facility, but if it
was for purchasing premises or a fixed asset it would be
either a commercial mortgage or asset finance, the latter
through Lombard, which is our Asset Finance division.”
He said that a trend spotted in the account could point to
the business being loss-making or drawings by the owner
being greater than the profits. Another key question is
around “break-even.”
“If we ask our customers what their break-even point is what sales need to be generated at existing gross profit
margins to meet their fixed costs - and they don’t know,
that is pretty worrying. This is fundamental to running a
business but in our experience many people are absorbed
in running their businesses rather than taking a helicopter
view and working on, rather than in, the business.
“There are many cases in which, when we ask how trading
is performing, they don’t know. Some say they don’t have
their accounts from their accountant so that is why - but
business people should know.”
He said that Aberdeen is treated differently to many areas,
not only in Scotland, but in the UK because the economic
situation is very different with an unemployment rate of
1.2% compared to 3% in Scotland and over 7% in the UK.
Also in this area there is rarely a spare hotel or guesthouse
room during the week with occupancy rates of nearly 100%.
He said the majority of the lending decisions were made
locally and the remainder were made in conjunction with
a credit team in Edinburgh. Both the business banking
relationship managers and the credit managers have
intimate knowledge of the sectors in which they work and
are well aware of Aberdeen’s unique position.
“For example a restaurant opportunity in Aberdeen would
be treated differently to some other areas of Scotland
where the local economic conditions were different. The
restaurant trade is doing very well here in Aberdeen, as is
the hotel and the guest house sector, but in some other
parts of Scotland it is different.”
He said that the more information businesses provided
the easier it was to make a quick decision and if the
appropriate information is delivered it often takes as little
as 24 or 48 hours.
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The fact this his company Aubin has doubled its personnel
over this year, is perhaps proof that it is a philosophy which
works.
A chemist by profession, he has a distinguished pedigree in the
oil and gas industry, primarily around business development,
involving several major oilfield service companies.
Paddy got the opportunity to buy into Aubin when the
founder wanted to retire and asked who he thought might
buy half of his company as he was looking partially to
exit the business which designs, develops and supplies
chemicals and chemistry-related technology to the oil and
gas industry.
“I said that I would buy half the company and when
he asked how we could do it I said we would go to an
accountant for assistance,” he said.
“We went and talked to Johnston Carmichael and they
helped us develop and work on a proposal with which to
go to the bank and we were successful.
“However the help from Johnston Carmichael was
invaluable because you do need to have a good business
plan and you need to have thought about it very carefully
because they won’t lend money too easily.”
The firm had been going through a fairly tough time
and Paddy worked hard not only to develop the existing
business of cement and stimulation additives but also to
develop some new ideas he had involving gels.
“In 2006, I had an idea about developing a gel which is half
the density of water as a form of buoyancy which would
allow the lifting and moving of objects underwater without
the need for a crane.
“Having developed it, we found it was quite difficult to
market and it became apparent to me that we needed to
change the company and required investment to help us
create an engineering element to go with our chemical
technology.”
He explained that when he had originally bought into the
business he had borrowed from the Bank of Scotland as
well as putting in some of his own money.
“Consequently had had established a track record of not
only meeting his repayments but substantially reducing the
overdraft from the bank in a fairly short period.
“That was quite important because before the financial
crisis we were able to show that we were financially viable.
“We had taken the company from quite a poor position
financially to quite a strong position having gone from a
£1.2million turnover to £4million. However we didn’t have
the resources for us to take that next step.”

the chemistry
So once again with help from Johnston and Carmichael,
Paddy went to seek funding.

“We are hiring more graduate chemists to create a much
larger product development department and also engineers.

“I was looking to get a professional equity buyer to give
us a war chest to allow us to take technology and develop
it further and grow the company into something much
bigger.”

“I think probably the most important factor is to have a
strong reputation with the bank not only financially but for
communicating the good news and also the bad news.

A deal was eventually agreed with his investor of choice
in February 2013, the Business Growth Fund (BGF), which
invested £2.25million for a minority shareholding, and
that was supplemented by £500,000 from the Bank of
Scotland as a standard loan and the bank also offered the
company “a decent overdraft”.
“That has allowed us to go out and hire people and we
have gone from 17 to 32 staff and at the moment we
are looking to hire more which will allow us to take new
technology to market.

“We did get to a point previously when we went to the
bank to say we thought we were in danger of overtrading
and we might exceed our overdraft limit in five or six
weeks’ time.
“They thanked us for letting them know and extended our
overdraft as a precaution. It might not have been the same
if we had not kept them informed.

FEATURES

like customers - kept well informed so there are no surprises during the bad times as well as the

“A lot of people worry about banks, and I worry about
banks, but I think the best thing to do is to treat them as
customers and try to keep them on your side.”

Paddy Collins, Aubin
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Wearable wildlife

•

workforce
How to choose a scheme that suits their business
needs

Dr Adam Marshall, director of policy and external affairs
at the BCC said: “The BCC is committed to ensuring that
businesses of all sizes are aware of the changes to the
pension system in this country.
“This guide will help those firms successfully negotiate any
pitfalls around auto-enrolment, while staying focused on
growing and expanding their business.”

NEWS

Graham Vidler, director of communications and
engagement at NEST, added: “At NEST we’re already
working with over 1,000 employers, of all sizes and from all
sectors, to help them make automatic enrolment a success.
IF YOU’RE searching for a worthwhile charity for your
reception area, the RSPB would like you to give a pin
badge box a home.

“We’ve used that experience in producing this guide with
the BCC to help thousands more employers navigate their
duties.”

The charity’s pin badges come in more than 170 varieties,
including starfish, bees, foxes, and owls, and all for a
suggested donation of just £1.

The employers’ guide to auto-enrolment and NEST
can be downloaded through the BCC website at www.
britishchambers.org.uk/Employers-guide-NEST-BCC%20
WEB.pdf

“They make a great gift for anyone who loves wildlife and
what’s more they are an important source of income—the
scheme raises nearly £1million each year—helping the RSPB
give nature a home in Aberdeenshire and the rest of the
UK,” Angela Gowdy said.
Angela is the pin badge volunteer co-ordinator for
Aberdeen and Aberdeenshire and is a volunteer herself.
More than 2,500 volunteers help look after the RSPB’s pin
badge network.
Across the UK, the RSPB benefits from the help of more
than 17,000 registered volunteers.
People from all walks of life dedicate their time to enable
the charity to help save nature.
For all the latest volunteering vacancies visit www.rspb.org.
uk/volunteering.
For more information about pin badges, or becoming a pin
badge volunteer in and around Aberdeen, contact Angela
on 01224 624824 or email angelagowdy@gmail.com.

Auto-enrolment guide
THE British Chambers of Commerce (BCC) and National
Employment Savings Trust (NEST) have created a business
guide to auto-enrolment, designed to help employers plan
for legal changes to workplace pensions.
Automatic enrolment, which requires employers to enrol
certain staff into a pension scheme and make contributions
to it, is the biggest change to pensions provision in the UK
for generations. In 2014, new duties start to apply to many
more SMEs.
The guide contains information on:

•
•
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New duties for employers and associated timing
The need for employers to assess the eligibility of their
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Make time to shine in 2014
A DATE for your 2014 diary is this year’s Northern Star
Business Awards in September.
Make sure you get your place at the glittering event by
booking the date – and your table – for September 25.
The Northern Star Business Awards are the flagship event
for Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber of Commerce (AGCC)
and the highlight of the North-east business calendar.
Over the past 10 years, the awards have recognised
performance across a range of fields from innovation
to people development, and from customer service to
business diversity.
Not just an outstanding and enjoyable night to celebrate
excellence and entrepreneurship, they are also seen as a
springboard to even greater achievements for award winners.
In September 2013, more than 800 members of the Northeast business community gathered at the Aberdeen
Exhibition and Conference Centre to watch 38 finalists
battle it out in 13 award categories.
AGCC is now preparing for the 11th awards event, to be
held on September 25, 2014, with nominations for the
awards opening in March.
Always an excellent night out, you can make sure of your
place by booking a table at www.northernstarawards.co.uk.

“THE WORLD’S GREATEST GOLF COURSE”
CORPORATE PACKAGES & OFFERS 2014
Annual Corporate Membership

Enjoy exclusive privileges with our Annual Corporate Membership Card*

Level One: £8,000 plus VAT

50 rounds of golf and 10 room nights in MacLeod House & Lodge
Special rates on food, beverage and Pro Shop purchases

Level Two: £14,000 plus VAT

100 rounds of golf and 20 room nights in MacLeod House & Lodge
Special rates on food, beverage and Pro Shop purchases

Corporate Golf Days

Book an all-inclusive golf day this season
Tailored packages from 16 to 140 golfers
Tournament coordination, personalised branded products,
PGA professional coaching and clinics

MacLeod House & Lodge Exclusive Use
16 luxury guest rooms, bar, lounge and dining facilities

* Corporate Membership Card: tee-times and room nights can be interchanged
For full details of our membership packages and golf days please call

Golf season: April 1 to November 14, 2014
MacLeod House & Lodge open all year

T: +44 (0) 1358 743300
E: bookings@trumpgolfscotland.com
www.trumpgolfscotland.com
Trump International Golf Links, Scotland
Menie Estate, Balmedie, Aberdeenshire AB23 8YE

Student sponsorship

Unconventional address
HIGH profile scientist and broadcaster Professor Iain
Stewart will be speaking about the need to better
communicate the science associated with shale gas at the
Unconventional Gas Aberdeen conference next month.

NEWS

The professor of geoscience communication at Plymouth
University, who has presented many TV series including
a BBC Horizon special on fracking, admits the scientific
community needs to bring to life the realities of shale gas
development.
He will also launch the conference’s first academic
reception, where the work of university students in the
unconventional gas arena will be showcased.
The third Unconventional Gas Aberdeen conference and
exhibition takes place on March 25 and 26 at Aberdeen
Exhibition and Conference Centre.
Hasan Bin Sohail, Jim Milne, Mutaz Abu-Zaid and Atiah Stephens

THREE postgraduate students at Robert Gordon
University’s Aberdeen Business School have benefited from
an annual £5,000 sponsorship package from North-east
subsea buoyancy specialist, Balmoral Offshore Engineering.
The Aberdeen-based company has supported the Business
School’s MSc Project Management programme since 2007
with the annual prize fund which is shared among the three
top students on the course.
The winner of this year’s award was Mutaz Abu-Zaid with
his paper which focused on recurring failures and risk
management in experienced organisations. He received a
cheque for £2,500.
For the first time in the award’s eight-year history there
was a tie for runner-up place with papers on knowledge
creation and stakeholder engagement by Hasan Bin Sohail
and Atiah Stephens respectively. Both students received a
cheque for £1,250.

More hands on deck
A MARINE equipment specialist has launched a major
recruitment drive following a year which has already seen
its numbers swell by more than 50%.
Over the last 12 months, Motive Offshore, which is based in
Boyndie, Banff, has expanded its workforce from 32 to 65.
The organisation manufactures and hires modern marine
equipment, including winches and associated lifting
equipment and is to grow its workforce by another
20, a quarter of whom will be brought in on modern
apprenticeships.
Managing director, James Gregg, said the rate which the
company has grown is phenomenal.
“Motive Offshore is committed to developing many of
its staff through modern apprenticeships and we work
closely with Banff and Buchan College to help young talent
progress. We already have nine apprentices and we are
looking forward to recruiting a further five to our team.
“Ultimately, our philosophy is that if we invest in our staff,
we are in a far stronger position to offer superior service to
our clients.”
12
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Airport travel contract
MUNRO’S Travel has been awarded the travel-management
contract for Aberdeen International Airport.
The deal means that the Aberdeen firm will handle all the
travel requirements for the airport’s staff for the next three
years.
Munro’s will organise flights, hotels and car hire for all the
airport’s directly-employed workers - who currently total
nearly 300 - when they travel on business at home and
abroad.
The work will be worth a five-figure sum in annual turnover
to Munro’s.
Munro’s managing partner Murray Burnett said: “I am
particularly proud that we are a local company operating
worldwide who have landed this contract with our local
international airport.”

Royal Warrant first
LOCAL manufacturer of mattresses and furniture retailer,
Glencraft, has been awarded a Royal Warrant grant of
£1,200 towards the cost of a new electronic sewing
machine.
This is the first time that a Royal Warrant grant has been
given to a Royal Warrant member and is one of only two
funding awards made by the Royal Warrant Association in
the UK.
Glencraft employs 44 local craftspeople, 75% of whom are
disabled or disadvantaged.
Currently celebrating their 170th anniversary supplying
beds and mattresses all over Scotland, UK and
internationally, Glencraft’s recent successes include further
contract wins in the oil and gas industry, several hotel
refurbishments including The Chester Hotel, Carmelite
Hotel, Speedbird Hotels and The Bonham Hotel, as well as
retail growth in their large modern showroom in Wellington
Road.

Fleet investment

Brander thriving

AN AWARD-WINNING North-east haulage firm has made a
£300,000 investment in its fleet.

SPECIALIST in oil and gas engineering and drilling
recruitment, Brander, has reported record turnover of
£18.5million for 2013, equating to 60% growth in the last two
years.

Grampian Continental, which is based in Kinellar,
Aberdeenshire, and employs 102 staff and drivers, has
purchased three new vehicles and refurbished existing
ones.
The investment will allow the organisation to provide
increased support to its European bases and increases
the number of vehicles and loaders being operated by
Grampian Continental to over 50.

NEWS

The fleet is enhanced by two supercube trailers which
provide enough room to ship almost 30% more volume
than standard trailers.
The firm’s latest announcement follows significant
improvements to its headquarters earlier this year, with a
£400,000 investment upgrading both security and site
interiors at its Kinellar base.

Best small hotel award

Driving the company’s success was the establishment
of the Brander Drilling division in 2012, which provides
personnel to a number of leading drilling companies.
Brander has doubled its portfolio of blue chip industry
clients and as a result has also doubled its workforce in the
past year; from eight to 16 members of staff.
Ian Brander, managing director of Brander, said: “To
continue our growth in the next stage of our business
plan, a range of ambitious targets have been set, including
increasing our presence in several international markets,
alongside spreading our activities into synergistic sectors
such as the renewable energy sector.”

Plexus profits rise
PLEXUS Holdings plc reported a 38% rise in profits to
£4.3million.
Sales have grown steadily in both the UK and Continental
European Shelf operations and overseas revenues nearly
doubled for the year to June 30.
The Plexus Aberdeen workforce increased by nearly 20%
on top of a 24% increase the prior year and it continues to
grow.
Following the Gulf of Mexico incident in 2010, global oil
firms and regulators are more aware than ever of the need
to select and use the best available and safest technology
and Plexus’ uniquely enabling wellhead equipment meets
this increasing demand, particularly for challenging high
pressure and high temperature applications.
The Gulf of Mexico incident acted as the catalyst for Plexus
being asked to bring its wellhead technology from the
surface to subsea.

Peter Walker of Meldrum House

MELDRUM House Country Hotel and Golf Course in
Oldmeldrum has won a five star award in the UK’s Best
Small Hotel category at the International Hotel Awards.
Peter Walker, general manager of Meldrum House received
the accolade on behalf of the hotel at a glittering ceremony
held in The Grosvenor Hotel in London.
The International Hotel Awards are sponsored by Virgin
Atlantic and Meldrum House competed against hotels from
Scotland, England, Wales and Northern Ireland for the fivestar Best Small Hotel status.

This led to the establishment of a Joint Industry Project
to design a new subsea wellhead which offers unique
safety and operational features. The JIP continues to gain
support from a range of industry and major international
oil companies including ENI, Maersk, Shell, Total, Tullow and
Wintershall.
The new HGSS subsea wellhead is designed to address
the main technical issues and requirements highlighted
by regulators and incorporates a combination of safety
and performance features never before seen in a subsea
wellhead.
Qualification testing is expected to be completed in the
third quarter of this year.

Aberdeen's favourite payroll
solution: allowing you to
concentrate on your core business.
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www.activpayroll.com

ADVERTORIAL
It is readily acknowledged that incorporating
innovation in a company can result in better business
practices, higher profits and company growth, which
in turn leads to increased economic prosperity.
Encompass, a collaboration between the Universities
of Glasgow, Strathclyde, Aberdeen and Stirling,
aims to stimulate innovation within Scottish SMEs
and encourage businesses to build long-term
relationships with the Scottish academic base.
Encompass is a £1.9m Knowledge Transfer and
Economic Development initiative funded by the
European Regional Development Fund (ERDF),
Scottish Enterprise (SE), Scottish Funding Council
(SFC) and the university partners.
Working with universities
With their positions at the cutting edge of knowledge,
technology and creative innovations, the universities
are ideally placed to work together with SMEs to
unlock new perspectives, create breakthroughs and
inspire fresh thinking.
The Encompass team can work closely with an SME,
offering one-to-one advice and support. This could
result in an application for a range of funding awards
to allow the SME to access research time from one of
the partner university’s academic specialists.
The universities’ world class academics can then
solve specific business challenges and work towards
developing or improving new products, services and
processes, to address short, medium and longer term
business opportunities.
Longer-term collaboration
As well as assisting SMEs to improve their business
in the short term, we also offer a platform for longerterm collaboration. The breadth of experience within
the Encompass team and the academic communities
of the partner universities enable us to identify
potential funding opportunities which allow us to form
collaborative relationships with SMEs and work with
them over the longer term. This enables us to assess
the suitability of larger specialist funding schemes.

The Encompass partners
assist Scottish SMEs in
accessing support and
funding for academic
collaboration. This could
help to remove barriers to
innovation, increase profits
and lead to business growth.
The Encompass Universities
are Glasgow, Strathclyde,
Aberdeen and Stirling.
innovation@encompass-scotland.co.uk
www.encompass-scotland.co.uk
0141 330 3835

Smarter Innovation Workshop
Hosted by Aberdeen & Grampian
Chamber of Commerce
Thursday 20th February, 2014
11.45am – 2pm with lunch
Visit www.agcc.co.uk/book

Connect with Encompass
To find out more about how Encompass can help your
business, visit our website at
www.encompass-scotland.co.uk

Partners: Universities of Glasgow, Strathclyde, Aberdeen & Stirling
Funders: ERDF, Scottish Enterprise & Scottish Funding Council

Survey shows food and drink sector in good shape
IN LATE 2013, Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber of
Commerce formed a partnership with Grampian Food
Forum, Highlands & Islands Enterprise, Moray Chamber
of Commerce and Moray Council to survey 400 food and
drink businesses in the North-east.

NEWS

The results of the survey were published last month and
set out baseline statistics for future monitoring as well as
findings on how this vital sector is currently performing.
The research has confirmed that the North-east food and
drink sector is an important economic and commercial
contributor to the overall Scottish economy.
Financially, the sector appears in good health with over
three-quarters of businesses expecting to grow and
expand in the next two years.
We also found that turnover and profitability are expected
to increase in the coming years.
The report found that the region’s exporting activity
continues to grow, with 37% of respondents exporting their
goods (compared to 29% in 2011).
People are a critical part of the industry, with seven out
of 10 businesses family-owned, but it is facing challenges
in finding suitable employees, particularly sales staff,
engineers and senior managers.
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These recruitment challenges are one of the main obstacles to
achieving the ambitious growth targets the sector has set itself.
Respondents were asked what they consider the strengths
of the industry to be in the North-east, the responses
clearly illustrate that QUALITY is at the heart of the sector
and this is a theme that consistently comes out in the
survey results.
However, while the sector is in good health and has
ambitions to grow and diversify, there are a number of local
challenges faced by businesses.
The main issues revealed were transport costs,
infrastructure and the cost of doing business.
Collaboration may be one way that some of these
issues could be offset and while some businesses have
constructive and effective partnerships, this is an area that
could be more fully exploited.
However, these are exciting times for the sector; especially
at the beginning of ‘Year of Homecoming 2014’ and when
2015 has been announced as the ‘Year of Food and Drink’
and it is hoped this report will enable the success of the
sector to be monitored during this time.
If you would like a copy of the report please visit: www.
agcc.co.uk/research/#sector-reports or email research@
agcc.co.uk

Salary guide reflects strong business confidence
IN ITS latest North East Salary Guide, Thorpe Molloy
Recruitment reports a rise in permanent staff placements
and temporary appointments, indicative of the high
business confidence in the region.

improve their competitive edge and capitalise on a busy
commercial market. Meanwhile, demand in the oil and
gas sector for accountancy and finance professionals has
outstripped demand from other sectors in Scotland.”

The fourth annual guide, which focuses on Aberdeen
city and shire, provides comprehensive information on
basic salary levels for junior through to senior roles in the
company’s recruitment specialisms.

The report also reveals increased demand for experienced
safety and HR professionals and highlights constructive
efforts by employers to tackle the skills shortage, through
the employment of EU candidates who have relocated to
the area and hiring technicians with transferrable skills from
other professions.

Amanda McCulloch, managing director, said:“Since our
previous salary guide a year ago, there’s been a positive
shift in resourcing across a number of our specialisms
including the executive market where I’ve witnessed
an increase in the use of lucrative long term incentive
plans(LTIPs) based on rigorous performance criteria
and, as a result of increased private equity investment,
new executive positions offering tremendous career
development opportunities.
“The job outlook for marketing and business development
professionals is at its most positive since we began our
guide in 2010 with companies investing in these areas to

Amanda said: “Although there’s excellent collaborative
work targeting skills shortage issues, a significant barrier to
more efficient resourcing is the insistence from employers
that candidates have oil and gas experience.
“In many non-technical or support function roles, this is not
essential yet excellent, suitably qualified candidates are not
being considered because they lack this pre-requisite. The
recruitment process is also being hampered by the increase
in the use of counter-offers. This practice usually retains
the employee but it does nothing to address the issue of a
tight talent pool.”

NEWS

It reports that although levels of recruitment are high for
its predominantly oil and gas sector clients, prevalent key
concerns remain: the lack of available candidates in certain
niche roles; escalating contractor rates; employee retention
and competitive benefits packages.

To request a copy of Thorpe Molloy Recruitment’s latest
Salary Guide please visit www.thorpemolloy.com/requestsalary-guide.php or telephone 01224 327 000.
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Fortune favours th
TRAGEDIES like the Gulf of Mexico Macondo blowout, which claimed 11 lives, and the Shetland
helicopter crash in August, in which four died, have highlighted the need for companies to be
prepared for a rapid response to critical incidents.

FEATURES

It can take years to build a reputation but seconds to
destroy it, as Gerald Ratner proved when his company lost
£500million almost overnight after a couple of one-liners
in a speech to the Institute of Directors about its jewellery
being “crap” and “cheaper than a Marks & Spencer prawn
sandwich but probably wouldn’t last as long”.
Steve Wallace, managing director of Aberdeen-based
Logik, has been guiding companies on how to deal with
“the bang, the response and the fallout” of incidents since
the early days of North Sea oil and gas and although 80%
of the company’s business is in the UKCS energy industry
it supports clients in Europe, Australia, USA, Brazil, Mexico
and India.
He believes that given the levels of planning and care
taken to reduce risks, it’s sometimes surprising that major
incidents still occur. However combinations of unrelated
elements including environmental, equipment, training or
process factors can result in failures.
He says the investigations which follow such incidents
often establish root causes, and, because the energy
industry tends to share these globally, improvement and
change tends to happen rapidly.
Logik is called out roughly twice a week to support clients on
crisis, risk or issues and over the 27 years since the company
was founded has handled and case studied more than 1,500
real events. These have ranged from routine medivacs to
incidents involving multiple fatalities and injuries, hostage
situations in Nigeria and Columbia, evacuations and platform,
rig, vessel and helicopter incidents.
The company develops response processes and plans
and participates in around 100 training and exercise
programmes a year to provide clients with the necessary
skills should an unplanned event occur.
Steve’s career began in the merchant navy and since then
everything he has done has had an emergency response
and communications element to it.
“Deck officer training created an initial awareness that the
unexpected would probably happen and the results may
not be pretty,” he said. The operation, location, assets and
culture more or less define the risks and the scope for a
response plan to deal with those risks.
“The first stage in planning to respond is assessing the
hazards in the industry or business you work in as well as

“When the real thing
happens, team focus
has to be on the precise
needs of the event,
not simply on ticking
boxes”
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“If you fail to comment
on your own situation,
someone else will”
the internal and external resources available to support a
response to the threats identified.
“People are far more aware now of the value of brand
and reputation. No one wants employees to be hurt, or to
pollute the environment. We recognise the potential for
major complex assets to fail and do all we can to reduce
that risk.
“Gaining that understanding allows you to prepare a plan,
set levels of response and introduce training and exercising
to develop skills and refine processes.
“Response plans tend to focus on specific types
and severities of incidents, concentrating on people,
environment and assets and of course consequences
including reputational damage. Understanding potential
‘worst case’ events and the pressures they will place on the
organisation leads to defining the capability required to
deal with them effectively.
“Organisational size and structure will also shape the
plan. Large companies integrate plans for up to four
levels, initially for the incident location where actions may
affect life and health. At this level, the response is tactical
command and control. Other response levels such
as company-based response, coordination and business
support are focused on support and report activity.
“At board level a crisis management team’s main focus
will be strategic recovery. Response processes at all levels
should be simple, easily activated, logical and systematic.
“Ultimately experience plays a big part in response and
to some extent this can be gained through drills and
exercises. When the real thing happens, team focus has to
be on the precise needs of the event, not simply on ticking
boxes in the contingency plan.
“Activating the plan should be practised as well as running
it. Early advice to someone with the authority to trigger
the response is essential. Procrastination simply doesn’t
work. Once activated, the plan should ensure that those
responding become situationally aware very quickly.
“It’s unlikely that all aspects of the incident will be
understood in the early stages so the initial response may
be refined as precise needs are defined.”
He said that perhaps more accurate that the old adage
“fortune favours the brave” was “fortune favours the best
prepared”.
An effective plan allows information to be sourced and
clear objectives to be set.

FEATURES

he best-prepared

Steve Wallace, Logik

Responding as a well coordinated, prepared and
experienced team is the best way to achieve results.
“Leadership and clear decision-making are key elements
in response as are continual reassessment and effective
internal and external communications. Every action and
decision made should be carefully logged to record
progress, confirming what is known, the decisions being
taken and the response being made.”
In some cases companies respond well to an event but fail to
communicate with all the audiences who want to know about it.
“This can lead to an organisation suffering unnecessary
reputational damage. Almost always it’s best to
communicate what you do know, rather than leave it to
those who would speculate at every opportunity.
“Aim to communicate to the right audiences with the
right words at the right time. It’s important to make sure
the issues are understood and to use words all of the
audiences will understand.”

now see it as part of their duty of care. The industry has
developed an awareness culture that continues to reduce
incidents. People seem to be acutely risk aware which
means they correct problems before they escalate.”
He praised industry initiatives like Step Change in Safety,
the UK based partnership aimed at making the UK the
safest oil and gas exploration and production province in
the world, for facilitating a better understanding and better
levels of preparedness through case studies of incidents.
Emergency response exercises are carried out almost
daily within the oil and gas industry to test preparedness.
He said that while these rarely reveal major failings in
procedures they highlight areas for improvement, build
the experience of those participating and ensure that
organisations are aware of changes in support agency
policy and capability.

He said this had to be done without prejudicing any future
enquiry and presenting only facts and not speculation.

“Many business sectors have learned from the focus of the
airline and energy industries on emergency preparedness.
Today, even small businesses make detailed contingency
plans so they can deal with risks and have some control
over their own destiny.

“If you fail to comment on your own situation, someone
else will and they may not be working to a beneficial
agenda. Where multiple organisations are involved in
a response, all need to agree the content of publically
distributed information.

“For example some holiday tour companies have highly
detailed response and support plans that extend well
beyond the incident itself. Today experienced organisations
tend to handle emergencies well, however some fail to deal
effectively with the fallout that follows.

The last 30 years have seen continual improvement in
risk assessment and reduction and consequently better
focused response solutions.

“That need not happen because there are extremely
capable people offering response planning and support
services both in the industry and as independent
consultants. Even the smallest company can now have
access to professional support at some level.”

“This is driven in part by regulation but more organisations
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Advertorial

Providing tailored vessel and personnel
services to offshore industries
SFF Services Limited was established in 1986, by the Scottish Fishermen’s Federation (SFF) for
the purpose of providing vessel and personnel services to offshore marine industries.
From modest beginnings, the Company has
grown to one which provides professional
vessel and offshore personnel services
throughout the Scottish sector of the UK
Continental Shelf and beyond. Fishing
Vessels have been primarily procured
by client companies as Guard Vessels to
provide protection for vulnerable subsea
infrastructure such as pipelines under
construction, wellheads awaiting full
protection, power, telecommunication and
umbilical cables. Specifically in relation
to seismic activity, the Company provides

Support (Chase) Vessels and Fisheries
Liaison Officers (FLO), aboard Seismic
Survey Vessels, to liaise with marine
traffic encountered during the course of
survey operations. In addition to the FLO
role, personnel are provided to undertake
environmental work, such as Marine
Mammal Observers (MMO) and as Passive
Acoustic Monitoring (PAM) operatives.
Vessels are also used to undertake post
abandonment trawl sweeps, overtrawlability
verification work and a variety of
environmental monitoring activities.

Since formation, SFF Services has assisted
fishermen by securing alternative revenue
streams to support their businesses. In
2013 alone, the Company facilitated
almost 10,000 non-fishing days at sea,
engaging in the process 148 different
member vessels across a variety of client
projects. To put this figure into perspective,
this was equivalent to the average annual
allocated fishing effort of 69 vessels. This
work keeps fishing vessels viable without
extending effort on fish stocks. A staggering
486 different fishing vessels (ranging in

Advertorial

length from 15m to up to 60m plus) have
now undertaken offshore work through SFF
Services since 2001 and the introduction of
the Cod Recovery Plan.
Steven Alexander, Director of Business
Development, commented, “The Company
is very much unique with regard to its
vessel provision. There is no doubt that
from both an operational and overall
management point of view, it would be
much easier to operate with a smaller,
full-time support vessel fleet, totally kitted
out for such provision. However, the
SFF’s ethos has always been and is more
pertinent than ever in the current climate,
to try to spread these offshore work
opportunities amongst the fleet; subject of
course to our member vessels meeting the
required standards and specific stipulations
laid out by our clients.”
Steven added, “We believe that the policy
of spreading work opportunities amongst
the fleet brings multiple associated
benefits. Over the years it has made a
major contribution to minimising conflict,
by establishing and nurturing an excellent
long term working relationship between the
Scots Fishing Industry and the Offshore
Oil and Gas Sector. The additional vessel
assurance processes developed for such
work have all been seen as positive for
fishermen’s safety and the vessel project
briefing sessions provide SFF Services
representatives with the ideal opportunity
to provide vessel crews with an overview
as to the scale and variety of the oil and
gas infrastructure contained within the UK
Continental Shelf. 290 vessel inspections
were undertaken in-house by our internal
auditors during the course of 2013.
However, as we know, you can never rest
on your laurels and we remain committed
to being proactive with regard to QHSE
matters.”
The Company’s offshore personnel work
stream has also seen record levels of
activity in recent times (averaging 5,000
days per annum over the past 3 years) in
relation to the provision of both fisheries
liaison and environmental operatives.
The use of appropriate local FLOs, with
working fishing knowledge of survey areas,
has proved invaluable in assisting clients
during marine operations. Their excellent
communication skills help operations run
smoothly and efficiently by encouraging
co-operation between all parties, keeping
disruption to a minimum. More than a
decade ago, the decision was taken to

diversify into other disciplines alongside
the core fisheries liaison work. Such
environmental work, including
the provision of MMO and
PAM operatives, in
relation to pertinent
offshore activities
being undertaken
in sensitive
environmental
localities, has
become an important
element of the SFF
Services’ offering,
growing to such an extent
that in both 2012 and 2013, it
represented approximately 50% of the
total days at sea for offshore personnel.
The Company’s successful track record in
these environmental personnel arenas has
seen it provide such services in Norwegian,
Danish, Dutch and Greenlandic waters, as
well as many areas of the Mediterranean.

(SHE) award in 2012 from oil major
Total E&P (TEP) UK. Moira Moore and
Duncan Gray received their award in the
‘Protecting the Environment’
category in recognition of the
high level of professionalism
and dedication they
showed as part of
Total’s Laggan-Tormore
Development project.
During the project,
Moira and Duncan
monitored pipe laying
activities and ensured the
avoidance of disturbance
to marine mammals within the
environmentally sensitive area of Yell
Sound. This led to SFF Services being
short-listed in the “Green Business of
the Year” category at the 2013 Scottish
Business Awards.

Client demand for SFF Services’ PAM
service during seismic operations has risen
considerably in recent years. In a number
of environmentally sensitive survey areas,
it is a requirement of governmental consent
to have a PAM system onboard. A PAM
operative can conduct marine mammal
observations in periods of darkness or
poor visibility, allowing the survey vessel to
continue operations 24 hours a day, safe in

Underpinning the services it provides,
the Company has progressively worked
to improve underlying QHSE standards.
The Quality Management System for the
provision of marine services to offshore
industries is certified as conforming to the
ISO 9001:2008 standard by DNV Business
Assurance. SFF Services is FPAL Verified,
Achilles Qualified and is fully supportive
of the Scottish Fishermen’s Federation’s
active and enthusiastic contribution to the
work of the Marine Safety Forum.

the knowledge that the required mitigation
period for the detection of marine mammals
can take place as and when required. Most
of the Company’s FLOs are now familiar
with PAM equipment and software, in
addition to being fully trained as MMOs.

The Company’s impressive client list, which
includes oil and gas majors, global subsea
contractors, seismic survey companies
as well as offshore renewable industry
developers, supports the claim that it places
a strong emphasis on customer service.

It was in relation to the provision of MMO
services that two of the Company’s
experienced personnel scooped a
prestigious Safety, Health and Environment

SFF Services is a member of a number of
pertinent trade protection bodies, including
the International Association of Geophysical
Contractors (IAGC) and DECOM North Sea.

Telephone us on +44 (0)1224 646966 or visit our website www.services.sff.co.uk

POLICY

THE Chamber’s policy team has been developing its
activity plan for 2014, which will build on the progress
made during 2013 to put Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber
of Commerce members at the heart of decision-making by
all levels of government.

third sector group and establishing a retail monitor for the
region.

2013 saw the first full year of increased policy activities
at the Chamber and significant progress was made in
engaging with more members, establishing relationships
with local and national politicians and influencing policy
from all levels of government.

The future scale and location of development across the
whole of the North-east will be under the spotlight during
2014, so the team will be gathering member views on how
Aberdeen’s city centre can be improved, the housing needs
of the region and how the planning process can drive
economic growth more effectively.

However, more can be done and based on feedback from
the wider membership and Chamber Policy Council, the
team will be focusing on activity where members feel the
Chamber can have the biggest impact.
Scotland’s future
On September 18, 2014, people across Scotland will make
an important decision about whether Scotland becomes an
independent country. The outcome of the vote, whether it
is ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ will have implications for all businesses and
the Chamber wants members to be as well informed as
possible of the debate in the run-up to referendum day.
The Chamber has already published a series of one-page
briefing papers summarising many of the issues of concern
to business. These will be added to and updated as more
information becomes available. To ensure the Chamber is
focusing on the right issues, the Scottish Chamber network
will be conducting another survey of members.
In addition, members will also have the opportunity to put
their questions to the ‘Yes’ and ‘No’ campaigns and the key
people involved in the debate.
Working with our sector groups
The Chamber’s sector groups are a vital interface between
the policy team and members and throughout 2014
the team will be looking to deliver improvements to the
business environment in areas identified as a constraint to
growth by the groups.
There will be sector-specific policy activity within each
group, but work will include conducting a piece of research
on behalf of the skills network to assess the level and
quality of engagement between schools and businesses,
mapping the provision and costs of childcare with the
22
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Campaigning on issues that matter to North-east businesses

Transport will feature heavily in the team’s campaigning
activity, with a particular focus on lobbying for reform
of Air Passenger Duty and delivery of rail improvements
which will speed up journey times between the North-east
and the central belt.
This year is also crucial for local infrastructure delivery,
with many large-scale projects commencing construction,
so in order to keep members updated as these projects
progress, the team will be mapping infrastructure activity.
Using our wider network
The North-east plays a significant role in driving the
economy of the country. However, many members feel
that the rest of country does not know how influential
businesses in this region are.
So, utilising the Chamber’s links with the British and
Scottish Chambers of Commerce, the team will be
promoting the region across the whole of the UK and
influencing BCC and SCC on issues including business rates
and late payment.
Work has already been initiated in this area by establishing
a link with the North East Chamber and during 2014 there
will be joint activity between the two Chambers, focusing
on the important role the north-east of England plays in
the oil and gas supply chain.

Do you think these are the issues the team should
be focusing on and where the Chamber can have an
impact?
For a copy of the full activity plan contact the
policy team directly or join the conversation
with @chambertalk.

News in brief

International oilfield services company, Expro, is
planning expansion into Saudi Arabia following two
lucrative contract wins worth $50million.
The contracts, with a major Saudi operator, will focus
on providing integrated services procedures on 160
wells across four different sites in Udhailiyah, an
eastern province of Saudi Arabia.
As a result of the project, Expro will expand in the
kingdom, employing more staff - nearly doubling the
size of business in the country.
Oilfield service company ROMAR International has
entered a two year agreement with STEP Oiltools to
represent the company in the Middle East.
This agreement follows on from a successful contract
already in place with STEP Oiltools to promote
ROMAR’s range of magnetic separation products in
South East Asia which has seen the company’s sales
increase by 95% in the region.
Mintra Training Portal Limited, a provider of learning
and competency solutions for the oil and gas industry,
has secured a contract to deliver training management
services to EnQuest’s UK employees.
The three-year deal will see Mintra deliver practical,
e-learning and classroom training for more than 200
industry-critical courses to the operator’s onshore and
offshore workforce across the UK Continental Shelf.
Scotland’s largest highlandwear specialist, McCalls,
has been awarded an accreditation from the Guild of
Master Craftsmen.
The accolade recognises McCalls’ commitment to
quality and service as well as its kiltmaking craft.
The Guild of Master Craftsmen represents more than
400 trades, services and professions across the UK.
Established more than 30 years ago, it promotes and
supports excellence in workmanship.

Tax Free to IHT
The successful entrepreneur is accustomed to enjoying a
range of tax breaks with shares in their unquoted trading
company benefiting from both Capital Gains Tax (CGT)
and Inheritance Tax (IHT) reliefs;
• On exit, disposal proceeds will usually qualify for a
reduced 10% CGT rate by virtue of Entrepreneurs’
Relief, or be exempt altogether if the investment
qualifies under The Enterprise Investment Scheme.
• Prior to exit, the shares qualify for 100% Business
Property Relief (BPR) after two years ownership and are
therefore effectively free from IHT in the event the
entrepreneur himself exits prematurely while still
holding the shares.

NEWS

Chevron North Sea Limited announced it has awarded
a new £150million contract to Dolphin Drilling
Limited, a subsidiary of Fred Olsen Energy ASA,
for a 20-month multi-well drilling and completion
programme across several of Chevron’s operations in
the UK sector of the North Sea.
The contract is to provide drilling and completion
operations using the semi-submersible rig, the
Blackford Dolphin and includes a rig refurbishment to
upgrade the unit for North Sea activity work.

The successful entrepreneur can therefore grow and
realise significant value in a low tax environment.
But what is the temporary protection from IHT offered by
BPR really worth when the intention and likelihood is to
realise the investment for cash? The disposal of shares in a
trading company for cash converts an asset protected
from IHT into an asset for which there is no relief. The
value of the entrepreneur’s estate on which IHT would be
payable can increase dramatically on exit. More and more
estates are being brought within IHT each year as the
combined Nil Rate Band of a married couple for IHT
continues to be held at £650,000 despite inflation, with
the excess being charged at 40%.
Perhaps the question for entrepreneurs who don’t
consider IHT planning pre-exit should be – would I be
happy in the event that the consideration is 40% lower?
This would be the equivalent of incurring a charge to IHT
post-sale if the worst was to happen.
There are many options to consider prior to exit that give
protection to entrepreneurs and their family from
unexpected IHT charges as well as facilitating the transfer
of wealth to the next generation. These include;
• Pre-exit planning to retain the value of BPR post-sale
• Lifetime gifts
• Tax efficient investments
• Re-investment in new qualifying businesses
• IHT protection insurance

For all members news please go to:
www.agcc.co.uk
Send your news to
business.bulletin@agcc.co.uk

Whether you are considering an exit in the near future or
have already, it is not too early to start managing your
exposure to IHT.

CONTACT: Graeme Allan, Partner
email: graeme.allan@aab.co.uk
9 Queens Road, Aberdeen, AB15 4YL
tel: 01224 625111 fax: 01224 626007
website: www.aab.co.uk
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Cables for a moving word

Tratos a new presence in Aberdeen
Tratos Ltd one of the leading global electrical cable manufacturers are entering the Aberdeen Market. Tratos
have been established since 1966 in Tuscany, Italy and the UK from 1981, recently purchasing North West
Cables in Knowsley, Merseyside (2008) enabling UK cable manufacturing to continue to grow. Tratos have
also begun the first stages of a six million pound investment at the Merseyside site, which will increase our
range of products to match that of our parent company Tratos Cavi s.p.a.
Sales Manager Craig Ormsby will be located here in Aberdeen in the Heart of the UK offshore industry. With
over 15 years experience at Tratos he is the ideal person to introduce personally the Tratos Group and their
range of upstream, downstream and subsea products, including BS6883, NEK606, fibre optics, low, medium
and high voltage cables. Tratos with our partners MFX also produce umbilical cables for subsea applications.
One of Tratos recent successes in the North Sea region have included the manufacturing of all power and
control cables for the Jasmine platform. Tratos have the capabilities to not only offer manufacturing facilities
but our distribution services set us apart from the competition. Giving clients the opportunity to establish
both technical and commercial relationships with the people responsible for their product, an ever increasing
need for quality and safety making this an attractive advantage.

Contact
Tratos Ltd - Craig Ormsby
Nigg Kirk Road - Aberdeen - AB12 3DF
e-mail: craig.ormsby@tratos.co.uk - Tel: 0845 413 9990 - Mob: 07787 416 758

www.tratos.eu

RGU institute to
build on oil and gas
expertise
ROBERT Gordon University (RGU) is establishing an
International Institute for Oil and Gas as part of the
university’s strategy to build on its achievements in this
sector and to develop its reputation as a global leader in
oil and gas-related training and high value research directly
relevant to the sector.
The first significant donation - £500,000 - has been made
by the Wood Family Trust to the Foundation for the new
Institute.
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RGU, in developing its new oil and gas strategy, will invest
£8million over five years and will recruit experts of global
standing in oil and gas to Aberdeen.
Specific areas of focus will include: brownfield
development through enhanced oil recovery, asset
integrity, subsea engineering and decommissioning;
unconventional oil and gas; leadership; industry
collaboration; oil and gas finance and economics; and
applied offshore healthcare.
Professor Ferdinand von Prondzynski, principal of RGU
said, “The university has an international reputation for
focused and relevant engagement with industry.

Tailors at

“This investment, which reflects RGU’s priority
commitment to oil and gas, will secure for the North-east
of Scotland high value expertise that will support the
industry in exploiting the oil reserves in the UKCS and in
building up innovation and enterprise in the supply chain.”

No 15

Chairman of Wood Family Trust, Sir Ian Wood, said: “It is
essential for both the UK and Aberdeen’s future growth
and prosperity that we maximize recovery of our offshore
oil and gas resource.

McCalls Aberdeen 01224 405312

“The creation of RGU’s new oil and gas Institute will
provide an important focus for the sector as a whole – it
will attract and develop expertise in key areas such as
exploration, infrastructure, regional hub development,
production efficiency, improved and enhanced oil recovery
and decommissioning at a critical time in the development
of the North Sea.”

Made to Order Tailoring Services By Appointment Only
Professor Ferdinand von Prondzynski, principal of RGU

15 - 17 Bridge Street Aberdeen
01224 405300
sales@mccalls.co.uk
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Good news for anniversary Partnership work recognised
GLOBAL shipping and energy services firm, Craig
Group, has marked its 80th anniversary with a strong
performance.
The privately owned, family-run business, now employing
the fourth generation of the Craig family, has reported
turnover of £146.8million with operating profits of
£17.4million for the year ending 30 April 2013.

NEWS

These are up on the previous year when turnover was
£123.3million and profits were £15.2million.
The group, which has as its core activities the provision
of offshore support, ROV survey, emergency response
and rescue vessels and oilfield procurement, provides
employment for 1,062 people, 925 of whom are mariners
crewing the group’s fleet of 37 vessels.

Orca ambition
ORCA Telecom, a provider of fixed, mobile, voice, and
data communications solutions, has achieved turnover of
£1million in its first full year of trading.
The firm, which began trading in August 2011, counts a host
of Aberdeen-based oil and gas companies amongst its
portfolio of clients, such as Dana Petroleum, Hunting Energy
Services and Sterling Resources, as well as Stronachs
Solicitors and serviced offices Bluesky Business Space.
Orca has also exceeded its expectations globally, having
conducted work across Africa, Europe and the Middle East
over the past 12 months.
Wayne Mackay, director at Orca Telecom said: “In particular,
as Aberdeen continues to forge forward as the energy
capital of Europe, we see more and more businesses
upscaling to new properties, in completely new business
parks – such as those near Kingswells and Dyce.
“With ambitious plans ahead of us and plans to undertake
potential work in the USA and Australia in 2014, we hope
that we can continue with the success level which 2013 has
gifted us.”

MACPHIE of Glenbervie Ltd has been awarded the
Interface Sustained Partnership Award at the Interface
Excellence Awards, which recognise the success and
achievement resulting from collaborative partnerships
between business and academia.
Ashley Baker, director of research and development
at Macphie, also received the Interface Outstanding
Contribution to Knowledge Exchange Award in recognition
of his individual involvement in a number of knowledge
exchange partnerships.
Macphie of Glenbervie Ltd – a family-owned food
manufacturing and development business – has carried out
12 collaborative partnerships with Scottish universities over
the past two years.
Most recently, the business worked in partnership with
academics at Heriot-Watt University to bring innovative
new technologies to the industry which improve product
quality as well as the energy efficiency and sustainability of
industrial cooking and baking.
As a result of the collaboration, Macphie has generated a
number of patents and reaped the benefits of significant
cost savings, as well as being able to offer students real
industry insight into issues facing the food and drink sector.

Gold standard advice
CARBON Financial Partners has won the Incisive Media
Gold Standard for Independent Financial Advice.
Managing director Gordon Wilson, who received the
honour in a ceremony in the House of Commons in London,
said: “This is one of the toughest financial services awards
to win.
“We were up against competition from all across the UK
and are delighted with this honour.”

Growth support for Coates
ENERGY rental specialist Coates Offshore has secured
a multi-million refinance package with HSBC to support
growth in global business operations.
Headquartered in Aberdeen, Coates Offshore specialises in
the rental of equipment including diesel air compressors,
steam generators, heat exchangers and sand filters to the
offshore energy industry across the globe. The refinance
package will support its international growth strategy and
investment in new rental equipment.

Gordon Wilson

It's time to activ8 your business:
online HR tools to improve your
business efficiency.
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Workwear contract award Union Street clean-up
ABERDEEN Inspired has brokered a deal with property
agents to ensure that Aberdeen’s premier thoroughfare is
presented in the best possible light.
The aesthetic impact of vacant property on Union Street
has been a key area of concern raised during consultations
with the business community and members of the public.

Raymond Kane of ATWS with Calum Johnston of CSG

ABERDEEN Textile and Workwear Services (ATWS)
company, which offers employment to people with
disabilities, has received a welcome boost after securing a
contract with office cleaning specialist CSG.

The agreement was instigated by Aberdeen Inspired after a
positive response to a pilot project earlier this year in which
three empty shops on St Andrew Street were revamped,
with innovative window graphics replacing the traditional
V-boards.

The company is made up of former employees of the now
defunct Remploy factory, which closed in September 2013.

Allan Henderson, the Aberdeen Inspired director with
responsibility for leading the sub-group focusing on the
organisation’s Attractive City projects, said: “Although our
remit extends far beyond how the city centre looks, we
know how important first impressions are.

Eight members of staff subsequently worked together
to form ATWS as a co-operative business which, since its
launch in October 2012, has achieved remarkable success.

“To their enormous credit, the property agents have been
incredibly supportive and very quickly agreed to help us
tackle the issue.

The company’s team of six machinists/textile workers
supply and manufacture workwear, embroidery and textile
work.

“Nobody likes to see empty shops as it leads to a
perception that the whole area is neglected. Removing the
V-boards will certainly have an immediate impact visually
– but we’re well aware that is a short term gain, with the
long term objective to bring new businesses in to fill vacant
units and breathe fresh life into the city.”

CSG has reached an agreement for the organisation
to supply the firm with all its workwear - including
waterproofs, footwear and high visibility clothing - and
personal protective equipment for the company’s 370 staff.
The contract is worth in the region of £25,000 over the
next three years.

New premises for Jee
INDEPENDENT subsea engineering and training company
Jee Ltd is to expand its Aberdeen office, with the potential
of increasing staff numbers by 110%.
The new “Subsea Corridor” premises are more than double
the size of the previous Westhill office, with the capacity
for 60 staff and can provide project office support for
operator or contractor personnel.
Head of the Aberdeen office, Dr Jonathan Lindsay, said:
“Having outgrown our previous office, moving to these new
premises will enable Jee to increase staff numbers by 110%
in Scotland.
“Jee moved away from being a niche pipeline engineering
consultancy some time ago to become a fully integrated
service provider. Aberdeen, as a subsea centre of
excellence, has become the hub of this business activity,
from which we market our subsea engineering expertise,
as we increasingly win engineering projects around the
globe.”

NEWS

Now, in a significant step forward, property firms have
committed to a joint pledge to remove all V-boards from
the Granite Mile in a concerted effort to improve the
appearance of what traditionally has been the jewel in the
city’s crown.

Hunter 100 success
Human resources and business consultancy Hunter Adams
has doubled its turnover and staff numbers in the past 12
months and has launched a new unique service.
The firm netted record revenue for the second year
running. Hunter Adams recorded £3.2million in turnover in
2013, building on last year’s £1.6million. Managing director
Dean Hunter credited the company’s recent success for the
roll-out of the new service, Hunter 100.
He said: “2013 was a year of milestones for us. We
bolstered our client base across Scotland, opened two new
offices and more than doubled our team. We’ve come a
long way from our one-person operation in 2011.
“But in the year ahead, our focus will be aimed at the
launch and development of Hunter 100, which is targeted
at companies with up to 100 people. The service was born
out of a recurring theme. Businesses came to us for help
only when they had a problem or after everything had
gone wrong. They thought HR was too expensive for a
small company. But by the time they realised HR is vital
good business, it could quite possibly be too late.”
Dean appointed Jenny Murray, head of outsource, to lead
the business stream. Under the new model, companies
of up to 100 people will have access to a free 100-minute
consultation to assess their HR needs.
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Solution offered to connectivity problems
world, and more often than not this is through a single DSL
line.
Historically these lines have no standard service level
agreement which means if they go down, they are fixed
when the service provider manages to get them fixed.

NEWS

With the city and shire councils signed up to the
Government scheme to roll out superfast broadband to
95% of the UK by 2017, the question remains whether
this will provide resilience and failover as well as whether
companies can afford to wait another three years.

NORTH-EAST companies have the opportunity to address
internet connection problems and slow download and
upload speeds with new bonded connectivity solutions.
With shifting work patterns, internet use becomes a crucial
element to the success and efficiency of business, and
employees need to be able to access all the tools they
require to carry out their day-to-day tasks.
Business relies heavily on being connected to the outside

Fibre to the Cabinet (FTTC) is a solution that is being rolled
out, allowing businesses to benefit from increased upload
and download speeds compared to ADSL and ADSL 2+.
In the age of cloud computing, the need for speed has to
be balanced by resilience, quality of service, scalability and
compression.
Aberdeen-based IT Hotdesk believes that one of the best
ways to achieve all of this is through bonding multiple
FTTC lines, or combining FTTC with ADSL 2+ or other
types of line such as EFM (Ethernet in the First Mile).
The speeds are then aggregated, delivering both high
upload and download performance as well as reducing the
risk and occurrence of downtime.
For a business, connection downtime equals lost revenue
and leaves employees unable to complete essential tasks.
The rapid growth of many businesses in the region has
revealed a need for a scalable solution which can grow and
evolve alongside the individual business, which is part of
the bonded solution, with another line able to be bonded,
giving greater throughput.
This is also the case with new lines solutions as they are
introduced and brought into the market.
There is also a quality of service guarantee over bonded
connections, meaning that time-sensitive traffic such as
VoIP (Voice over Internet Protocol, commonly used for
voice or multimedia communications) can now be used
through the same internet connection that is being used
for other internet work without any loss in quality.
Available bandwidth is used efficiently with full failover,
protecting all internet traffic.

•

IT Hotdesk provides bonded network connections to
companies based in the North-east. More information
can be found at www.ithotdesk.com, or by emailing
info@ithotdesk.com or calling 01224 511611.

There are great advertising opportunities
to let your company shine in the
Business Bulletin. Please contact:
Donna Anderson
T: 01224 343930
E: advertising@agcc.co.uk
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ScotRail will play its part in landmark year for Scottish tourism
By Sean Duffy, Commercial Director, ScotRail

As Commercial Director at ScotRail
I spend quite a bit of the average
week on trains and value the
opportunity it gives me to enjoy
some thinking time.
During a rail journey to the North
East last year, it struck me I was surrounded, not just by
business people but by tourists, students and mums and
dads with kids.
It got me thinking about how much people rely on our
service and the significant part we play in keeping Scotland’s
communities connected. That led me to commission the
Fraser of Allander Institute to conduct a study into ScotRail’s
contribution to the Scottish economy.

And the North East picture is reflected across Scotland as a
whole. Our contribution to Scotland’s economy is now £1.5
billion a year – we employ 4,700 people, up more than 35%
since 2004 when FirstGroup took over the franchise.
Passenger growth as a whole is up by almost a third,
standing at 83.3million a year – an increase of 20 million.
We’ve transformed the way we operate and how we approach
our customers. The days are long gone when a train operator
could see itself just as an engineering company which took
people from A to B.
The Fraser of Allander research highlights why we’ve firmly
positioned ScotRail as a customer service organisation and
one which is a key player in Scotland’s tourism sector.

And with Scotland preparing to host the Commonwealth
Games and the Ryder Cup – as well as welcoming thousands
of visitors for the Homecoming Scotland celebrations it’s never been more important that we demonstrate our
Let ScotRail
manage your business
travelto
...high standards of customer service.
I’m pleased to say the results were impressive.
The research
commitment
showed that, in the North East of Scotland alone, our annual
economic impact is around £17.6 million and we enabled
2014 is a landmark year for Scottish tourism and we’re
total employment of 670 people.
committed to playing a central role and further expanding
our impact on Scotland’s economy.
Passenger growth in the area has never been stronger, with
more than seven million journeys being made annually, up
almost 50% since 2005.

PREMIER PARTNERS

Like many people in business, one
of my most precious commodities
is time.

brought to you by ScotRail

Making rail travel a whole lot easier saving you time and money.
Key Benefits include...

Any-card ticket
collection at stations

Fee-free
transactions

Implement travel
policy, manage bookers
and download reports

Business Rail Travel managed by ScotRail

Business Rail Travel managed by ScotRa

In short, let us manage your business travel, while you get on with managing your business. For more information on
Business Direct and how this could benefit your business, visit scotrail.co.uk/businessdirect. Alternatively contact
Jannine Russell on 0141 335 4015, or jannine.russell@firstgroup.com.

Visit www.scotrail.co.uk/businessdirect

or call 0141 335 4015 to find out more information
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Growing talent rea
THERE is a remarkable display of awards and accolades in the board room of catering and
support services Entiér given the fact that the company was only formed five years ago.

One of the most recent is the trophy for taking the Overall
Business of the Year title in the Chamber’s Northern Star
awards and last year the company also swept the boards
in the Contract Chef category of the Grampian Chef of the
Year awards with a one, two, three.

“I still love cooking, which
will always be a passion of
mine, and I really wanted to
put something back into the
industry which has given me
the life that I enjoy.”

FEATURES

However one of the most cherished is the Northern
Star Award which the company won two years ago for
Commitment to People Development Award - something
about which Peter Bruce is passionate.
The company has even launched its own apprentice award
competition, Fresh Olives, and is working with 150 children
a year in half a dozen schools.
Peter entered the catering industry when, as a schoolboy, he
started work part-time as a waiter in a local hotel in St Combs.
After a successful career working with major international
companies he launched Entiér in 2008 which has grown to
a £33million turnover.
“I really wanted to put something back into the industry
and to do something with schools to make it more than
just an apprenticeship,” he said.
“We wanted to give it an identity and came up with the
name Fresh Olives. I wanted to go into the schools and tell
them what the catering industry is about and reach those
who might want to be involved.
“There are huge opportunities to travel the world within our
business and also for a great reward and for some of these
kids it is an opportunity they might not have thought about.”
The company’s HR manager and business development
director go to the schools first to explain to the pupils

Peter Bruce
what the programme is all about and they are followed by
executive chef Bruce Lawrence who takes a class instead
of the teacher.
The youngsters then take part in a series of assignments
under his guidance before up to a dozen finalists finally
compete for apprenticeships with Entiér.
After three years, there are now seven with the company.
“Creating the Fresh Olives brand and these opportunities
gives me so much delight and joy and hope for the future
of the industry,” he said.
“To be able to say that we have created it ourselves and
see the idea come to fruition is absolutely brilliant.
“We received Investors in People accreditation this year but
for me our real investment in people is what we are doing
with Fresh Olives.
“I still love cooking, which will always be a passion of mine,
and I really wanted to put something back into the industry
which has given me the life that I enjoy.”
The apprentice award competition
offers at least two winners a threeyear paid apprenticeship, followed
by a full-time job offer.
“In our industry, particularly offshore,
we are facing an ageing workforce
and this scheme allows us to bring in
new talent and train them from day
one of their career,” said Peter.
This year the company also launched
its own employee recognition awards
ceremony, the “Shine Award”.
These included the “Fresh Olive of
the Year” which was won by third
year apprentice Danielle Ritchie.

Connor McAtasney, Alix Frost, and Shane Pirie with executive chef Bruce Lawrence
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The other apprentices currently
with the company are Rebekka
Cormack, Alix Frost, Alex Tocher, Eve
Johnston, Connor McAtasney and
Shane Pirie.

FEATURES

aps its own rewards

Peter Bruce, CEO of Entiér
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Re-use recognition

New labs for school

ABERDEEN Forward is the first re-use organisation in
Aberdeen to achieve accreditation for the new Revolve reuse quality standard offered by Zero Waste Scotland.

ROBERT Gordon’s College announced plans for a new
Science and Technology Centre at the school.

The community-based environmental organisation has
been working towards Revolve accreditation, Scotland’s
national re-use quality standard, to gain national
recognition for their customer focused organisation.

NEWS

Aberdeen Forward works to minimise landfill around
Aberdeen through a number of pro-active initiatives.
Its Creative Waste Exchange helps organisations - such
as oil and gas companies, schools and other businesses
- divert their office furniture, commercial equipment
and other landfill in order to be more environmentally
sustainable. However, the cycle does not just end there
and the items are sold on to various small businesses, third
sector organisations and individuals, raising vital funds for
the charity’s other operations.
Aberdeen Forward also runs a baby shop which helps
support parents with low cost baby goods, and a “Roots
and Shoots” project which helps get ex-offenders back
into work through community garden projects. In addition
to this, the charity’s headquarters serve as a centre for
individuals and volunteers to gain experience and get back
into the community through environmentally sustainable
activities.

The school is building 34 state-of-the-art laboratories and
a new Performing Arts Centre at the city centre school.
A spokeswoman said: “On completion this will be the
largest school teaching facility for Science and Technology
in the UK.
“The Science and Technology Centre will also be a UK
showcase school for tomorrow’s science and computing
equipment.”
She said there would be a “significant financial investment”
and they were working with Kier Construction to enhance
the accommodation on the Schoolhill campus using
existing buildings.
Hugh Ouston, head of the college, said: “We believe the
school has an important role to play in the continuing
development of Aberdeen City Centre and the success of
the local economy.
“We are committed to investing in our pupils because it is
they who will have to solve the challenges of the future.”

ALL COMPANIES DESERVE GREAT HR
Hunter100 is a service designed by Hunter
Adams for businesses with up to 100 people.
For the first 100 days of the New Year, enjoy up to 100
minutes of free consultation time to chat through your
recruitment process, people challenges or improving
team performance. Hunter100 is a flexible, no
nonsense, face-to-face HR service to tackle any
people issues affecting your business.
Call Hunter Adams on Aberdeen 01224 900 760
or our central belt office on 0131 306 0100

www.hunteradams.co.uk
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Oil and gas going under the gun
by Dr Jeff Moore

NEWS

OIL and gas-rich countries with
chronic security problems are
experiencing increased attacks
on both their up and downstream
sectors. This is especially true in
Yemen, Sudan, and Libya where
hostile groups have halved or even
halted production. International
energy companies have borne the
brunt of many of these attacks,
and mitigation techniques and
procedures need to be upgraded
to protect lives, assets, and
investments.
Yemen
Energy companies in Yemen have
to face al Qaeda in the Arabian
Peninsula (AQIP), liberal southern
separatists, Shia extremists, and
various tribes angry with the
government. The Hadramout
Tribes Alliance, for example, forcefully
seized three oil towns in Hadramout on December 21 to
protest the army’s killing of a well-liked local chief, Sa’ad
bin Habrish. The military said he was an AQIP operative.
Fighting there continued through late December, killing 17
and disrupting oil operations. Militants bombed the Marib–Ras
Isa oil pipeline five times between December and January.
On January 6 and 7, they twice bombed the Masila pipeline.
Each pipeline attack – they are frequent in Yemen – can
halt the pumping of at least 120,000bopd and cause losses
of $15million a day. Petroleum and Minerals Minister Hisham
Abdullah says oil sector attacks have cost $4billion in
losses since 2011.
South Sudan
Rebel attacks have also hurt the oil industry in South Sudan.
This is unfortunate, because according to BP, the country
ranks number three in sub-Saharan Africa’s oil reserves. At
any rate, on December 15, fighting broke out between the
government and tribal forces loyal to former Vice President
Riek Machar. Thousands are now dead, and 200,000
refugees have been displaced.
On December 19, fighting in northern South Sudan that
killed 14 locals forced CNPC to evacuate 32 workers from an
unnamed field jointly run by Indian and Malaysian companies.
It also compelled 200 Sudanese energy workers to flee to a
UN camp in Unity State.

In a sensational turn of events, the Libyan government has
added to the turmoil. On January 5, the Libyan Navy fired
warning shots at the tanker Baku to prevent it from loading
oil at Es-Sider, one of three eastern ports taken over by a
rebel group led by Ibrahim Jathran, a prominent 2011 civil
war icon.
The other affected ports are Ras Lanuf and Zueitina.
Jathran’s group, formerly the government’s Petroleum
Defense Guards, is now the “Cyrenaica Self-Defence Force”,
which seeks autonomy for eastern Libya.
Jathran has invited foreign energy companies to purchase
oil in storage under his command via the newly formed
Libya Oil and Gas Corporation.
The Libyan Defence Ministry has said it will destroy any
vessel offloading rebel-controlled oil. As a result of this
and other violence, Libya’s oil output has plummeted from
1.5million to 546,000bopd.
If a company insists on operating in such environments,
or even in countries with less intense hostilities such as
Indonesia, Myanmar, Nigeria, or Egypt, then how does one
cope? Premium threat intelligence, for starters. It can help a
company intelligently increase security, improve investment
strategy, justify increased costs, and calibrate insurance
premiums.

By December 26, South Sudan’s Petroleum Minister
Stephen Dhieu Dau announced Machar’s forces had
captured oil wells in Unity. National production has since
been cut by up to 26 percent. Some sources say the chaos
entirely shut down production in Unity.

It can also help facilitate duty of care and limit liability
exposure. Good lawyers, excellent government relations,
quality security providers, and precise crisis action plans
are also a must. In such violent environments, good
ROIs are possible, but they demand professional and
extraordinary vigilance.

Libya

•

Since the toppling of Muammar Gadhafi in 2011, Libya has
failed to stabilise. Scores of rebel groups and al Qaeda
affiliates are active there and violence has plagued oilfields,
pipelines, and export infrastructure.

Dr Jeff M Moore PhD is CEO of Muir Analytics, a
company providing threat intelligence that helps
corporations reduce exposure to severe financial loss
from political violence, terrorism, insurgency, and like
conflicts. He is Asian government affairs and security
editor for World Oil magazine and a published author.
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PHOTO DIARY

Business Mentoring Lunch held December 17, 2013

Alec Carstairs with Daniel Hawthorn of TRACS Oil & Gas

The Aberdeen PA Winter Showcase held
November 20, 2013

Jill Hampton, Rosemary McLennan and Janninne Russell

The Connaught Hotel was a first time exhibitor
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Isla Stewart, Alison Alphonse and Katie Burnett

Customised Awards –
Suits you

SQA Customised Awards are truly bespoke.
We’ll work with you to create your own unique qualiﬁcation to enhance
your staff learning. As a trusted accreditation and awarding body, we can
help you have your qualiﬁcations universally recognised.

Business Development T: 0303 333 0330 E: mycentre@sqa.org.uk W: www.sqa.org.uk/customised

“

What is your favourite food
or drink from the North-east?

HOT TOPIC

”
I’M A big seafood lover and having recently been appointed as Regional Head for
Steelcase Solutions in Aberdeen, I often travel with my job and am able to try seafood
in many different cities when visiting clients or visiting colleagues in our other offices across
the UK and Europe. However I’d rate Scottish seafood as the best I’ve experience so far. Living
in Aberdeen, I’m fortunate enough to be able to have access to high quality fresh seafood
whenever I want it. My personal favourites are smoked salmon, scallops and lobster and it’s
always the first thing I look for on the menu when dining out with family and friends. I’m
extremely proud of my Scottish roots and love the fact that I can support my local fishing
community while enjoying my favourite foods.
Adele Wilson, Regional Head, Steelcase Solutions

THEY are sweet with tender, succulent flesh and a long, lingering aftertaste that is singularly
satisfying. Landed by our revamped pelagic fleet, ‘Silver Darlings’, as christened by the author
Neil M. Gunn, have been favourites of mine ever since I attended school in short trousers. The
perfect accompaniment is, of course, Kerr’s Pink – a tuber with just enough dry matter to marry well
with the Piscean king of folklore, Clupea harengus – the common herring. Lubrication, nowadays,
is provided by a rather generous glass of ‘The Balvenie’ – usually the DoubleWood. As I tuck in, a
sudden thought pops into my head. Each of the industries associated with producing my fare fishing, potato and whisky – have, at one time or another, had their cross to bear. Today, they still
battle with difficult issues which threaten sustained growth, whether it be quota restrictions, new
bacterial pathogens such as dickeya solani or the current deadlock over implementation of alcohol
minimum pricing. I thank them for their continued battling and providing me with such high quality
products.
Derek Greig, Corporate Sales Specialist, Macrae & Dick Honda
CRAFT or micro-breweries have been popping up all over the North-east for a few years
now. As you might expect from an area renowned for good grain and pure water, many of
them produce extremely good beer. As beer (or whisky, or wine) enthusiasts know, favourites
are very subjective, very personal. So indulge me while I rave about the beers being made by
Aberdeen University chemistry graduate Seb Jones up at the tiny Speyside Craft Brewery in
Forres. There are four – Bottlenose Bitter, Bow Fiddle Blonde, Moray IPA and Randolph’s Leap.
Best for me is Bottlenose Bitter, which is like a traditional Scottish beer, not too strong and
slightly sweet with a good bitter aftertaste – and excellent with a dram.
Drinking this stuff, I often wonder whether our whisky heartland is going to become famous for
its good quality beers as well. Let’s hope so.

Paul Riddell, Platform PR

MY FAVOURITE food and drink from the North-east of Scotland involves happy memories
of visits to the Moray Coast and especially to Cullen - home of that great delicacy Cullen
Skink. The expectation as you drove into Cullen and the anticipation of a bowl of hearty soup
(traditionally made with smoked haddock, potatoes and onions) in the hotel in the square was
difficult to beat. On the way home in the afternoon we often stopped off at Ellis’s the Chemists
in the High Street in Banff for a lovely cup of coffee (plus a piece of home baking if you could
still manage it after the Cullen Skink). The coffee shop was upstairs at the back of the shop and
you could smell the delicious coffee as you walked up the stairs.

Jim McArthur, Hardies Property & Construction Consultants
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Chamber
Diary
City Connections
Sponsor:

Vision for Aberdeen
Associate Sponsors:

SMART INNOVATION Sponsor:

City Connections
in association with:

Financing Your
International Projects
Sponsor:

FEB

EVENT

TIME

VENUE

Wed 5

Maximise Your Membership

11.45am - 2pm

AGCC, Aberdeen

Mon 10

Project Management - The Basics (Training)

9.30am - 4.30pm

AGCC, Aberdeen

Accident/Incident Investigation Reporting (Training) 9.30am - 4.30pm

AGCC, Aberdeen

Mon 10
Tue 11

Women Mean Business

11.45am - 2pm

Mercure Ardoe House Hotel & Spa

Tue 11

Communication Skills for Managers (Training)

9.30am - 4.30pm

AGCC, Aberdeen

Wed 12

Vision for Aberdeen

7am - 9am

Mercure Ardoe House Hotel & Spa

Wed 12

PA’s Guide to Personal Effectiveness (Training)

9.30am - 4.30pm

AGCC, Aberdeen

Finance for Non Finance Managers (Training) (2 days) 9.30am - 4.30pm

AGCC, Aberdeen

Thur 13

Cut out and keep

Challenges of Operating in
East Africa Partner:

Fri 14

Green Agenda: are you ready (Training)

9.30am - 12.30pm

AGCC, Aberdeen

Tue 18

Supervisory Next Steps (Training)

9.30am - 4.30pm

AGCC, Aberdeen

Wed 19

Award Applications - Success (Training)

9.30am - 12.30pm

AGCC, Aberdeen

Wed 19

Cash is King - Effective Cash Collection (Training)

9.30am - 4.30pm

AGCC, Aberdeen

Thu 20

SMART INNOVATION: Non-traditional routes to funding

11.45am - 2pm

AGCC, Aberdeen

Fri 21

City Connections

11.45am - 2pm

Millennium Copthorne Hotel

Wed 26

Introduction to INCO Terms (Training)

9.30am - 4.30pm

AGCC, Aberdeen

Thu 27

Emotional Intelligence (Training)

9.30am - 4.30pm

AGCC, Aberdeen

Fri 28

Challenges of Operating in East Africa

11.45am - 2pm

AGCC, Aberdeen

Financing your International Projects

11.45am - 2pm

Carmelite Hotel, Aberdeen

CHAMBER DIARY

Women Mean Business
Sponsor:

Vision for Aberdeen
Principal Sponsor:

MAR
Tue 4

For ALL your print
and promotional
requirements
Litho Print

|

Digital Print

Hareness Road, Altens Industrial Estate,
Aberdeen AB12 3LE

T: 01224 875987
E: info@compassprint.co.uk
www.compassprint.co.uk
|

Signs & Labels

|

Exhibition & Display

|

Promotional Gifts
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NEW MEMBERS AT THE CHAMBER
ACG Contracts Ltd
Civil construction, utilities, house building,
drainage, patios and driveways. Commercial
and domestic maintenance.
Grampian House
57-59 Main Street
Alford
AB33 8PX
t: 01975 562573
w: www.agg.co.uk
e: info@agg.co.uk
c: Alan Gordon - Contracts Director

NEW MEMBERS

Beamshare
Enabling technology: video sharing for teams.
35 Regent Quay
Aberdeen
AB11 5BE
t: 01224 586949
w: beamshare.com
e: info@beamshare.com
c: Pat Ballantyne - Director
Blackadders LLP
Solicitors, Property Services, Wealth
Management
6 Bon Accord Square
Aberdeen
AB11 6XU
t: 01224 588913
w: www.blackadders.co.uk
e: enquiries@blackadders.co.uk
c: Nicola Porter - Director of Marketing
Cameron Carnegie
Sales & Business Development Consultancy
Enterprise Business Centre
Poynernook Road
Aberdeen
AB11 5QX
t: 01224 289781 or 07921 649932
w: www.cameroncarnegie.co.uk
e: mervyn@cameroncarnegie.co.uk
c: Mervyn Stanley - Managing Director
Celebrations of Turriff Ltd
Retail Department Store & Restaurant
Turriff
AB53 4AA
t: 01888 563361
w: www.celebrationsofturriff.co.uk
e: info@celebrationsofturriff.co.uk
c: Robert Stephen - Managing Director
Chemical Injection Utilities Ltd (CIU)
Supplier of Chemical Injection Equipment
Units 3 & 8
Castle Road industrial Estate
Ellon
Aberdeenshire
AB41 9RF
t: 01358 729000
w: www.ciu.uk.com
e: leanne.murphy@ciu.uk.com
c: Leanne Murphy - Operations Support
Coordinator
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Crerar Thainstone House Hotel
Hotel, Restaurant, Conferences, Weddings,
Functions, Leisure Club, Spa, Leisure Breaks
Thainstone
Inverurie
AB51 5NT
t: 01467 621643
w: www.crerarhotels.com
e: lynnh@crerarhotels.com
c: Lynn Hedley - Crerar Corporate Sales
Manager
EEG Contracts Ltd
Drain Clearance and rehabilitation
Unit G
Blackdog Industrial Centre
Ellon Road
Aberdeen
Aberdeenshire
AB23 8BT
t: 084 5555 555 2
w: www.eeg.uk.com
e: jim.strang@eeg.uk.com
c: Jim Strang - General Manager
Energy Works
Consultancy focussing on projects in the
Mining, Oil and Gas, Infrastructure and Water
sectors
Rua da Se 114
1 andar, porta 109
Maputo
Mozambique
t: +25 823108260
w: www.energyworks.co.mz
e: nuno.uinge@energyworks.co.mz
c: Nuno Uinge - CEO
EnQuest
Oil Exploration & Production
Level 5
Consort House
Stell Road
Aberdeen
AB11 5QR
t: 01224 287000
w: www.enquest.com
e: communications@enquest.com
c: Gillian McKenna, PR & Communications
Manager
Enteron Services Ltd
39 Queens Road
Aberdeen
AB15 4ZN
t: needed
w: www.enteron.go
e: ngore@gorvega.com
c: Chris Leiper
FCM Travel Solutions
FCm Travel Solutions offer over 30 years of
travel management experience, are specialist
in the Marine and Offshore division, with
the benefits of a global company and the
intimacy of local service.
393 Union Street
Aberdeen
Scotland
AB11 6BX
t: +44(0) 7827 337 244
w: www.fcmtravel.co.uk
e: graham.ross@fcmtravel.co.uk
c: Graham Ross - Business Development
Manager

Flowline Specialists
Flowline Specialists provides safe and
efficient handling solutions for reels,
flexible pipes, umbilicals and power cables.
Based in Oldmeldrum, it manufactures and
hires tensioners, reel drive systems, under
rollers, shear skids and electric / diesel
hydraulic power packs. Most systems can
be containerised for quick and economic
mobilisation internationally.
Barra House
Colpy Way
Colpy Road Industrial Estate
Oldmeldrum
AB51 0BZ
t: 01651 871872
w: www.flowlinespecialists.com
e: info@flowlinespecialists.com
c: Jan Foster - Office Administrator
Genoa Black Ltd
Marketing Consultancy
Third Floor
Victoria House
259 Union Street
Aberdeen
AB11 6BR
t: 01224 660560
w: www.genoablack.com
e: claire@genoablack.com
c: Claire Kinloch - Director
GoreVega Ltd
GoreVega can provide experienced, fully
accredited consultants, operators and
supervisors for a wide range of gas and oil
operations
39 Queens Road
Aberdeen
Grampian
AB15 4ZN
t: 01224 430100
w: www.gorevega.com
e: cleiper@gorevega.com
c: Chris Leiper
Henderson Financial
Financial Services
19 Woodend Place
Aberdeen
AB15 6AL
t: 01224 313555
w: hendersonfinancial.co.uk
e: Charles@hendersonfinancial.co.uk
c: Charles Henderson - Practice Principal
ICR Integrity Ltd
Integrity & Maintenance solutions
The Hub
Exploration Drive
Aberdeen Energy Park
Aberdeen
AB23 8GX
t: 01224 822822
w: www.icr-world.com
e: gordon.davidson@icr-world.com
c: Gordon Davidson - Group Finance Director

NEW MEMBERS AT THE CHAMBER

Interim Management Scotland Ltd
Provision of interim management resources
throughout Scotland
Woodlands
3 Turfbeg Drive
Forfar
Angus
DD8 3LH
t: 01307 468561
w: www.interim-management-gb.co.uk
e: george@imsl-uk.co.uk
c: George Wilson - Director
Island GIS
Geographic Information Systems Consultancy
1-2 Sciennes Gardens
Edinburgh
EH9 1NR
t: 0131 667 54 54
w: www.islandgis.com
e: paul.edmunds@islandgis.com
c: Paul Edmunds - CEO
Lewis Procurement Services Ltd
Procurement services
156 Lee Crescent North
Bridge of Don
Aberdeen
AB22 8FR
t: 07872 984130
w: www.lewisprocurementservices.co.uk
e: lesley@lewisprocurementservices.co.uk
c: Lesley Lewis - Director
M and H Trainers and Consultants Ltd t/a
FIOR
Training & Planning Consultancy focused
on Critical Incident Management, Fire and
Security
Scion House
Stirling University
Innovation Park
Stirling
FK9 4NF
t: 01786 465013
w: www.fior.org.uk
e: joeholden@fior.org.uk
c: Joe Holden - Director, Tommy Mann Director
Morrison Motors Turriff Ltd
Supplier of New and Quality used vehicles.
Greengates
Banff Road
Turriff
AB53 5TA
t: 01888 562069
w: www.morrisonmotors.co.uk
e: admin@morrisonmotors.co.uk
c: Mark Astridge – Sales & Fleet Co-ordinator

NATAS Environmental Ltd
Asbestos Consultancy, UKAS accredited
asbestos surveys, air testing and material
testing, training, consultancy and asbestos
abatement advice and support.
Citrus House (Formerly Gordon House
Greenbank Road
East Tullos
Aberdeen
AB13 3BR
t: 01224 562642
w: www.natas.co.uk
e: aberdeen@natas.co.uk
c: Max Lopacki - Director
Nick Nairn Cook School
15 Back Wynd
Aberdeen
AB10 1JN
t: 01224 644909
w: www.nairns.co.uk
e: Kath@nairns.co.uk
c: Kath Henderson - General Manager
RJA Electrical Ltd
Electrical, Fire & Security Contractors
Unit 4
Redcloak Steadings
Slug Road
Stonehaven
Aberdeenshire
AB39 3SS
t: 01224 925900
w: www.rjaelectrical.com
e: info@rjaelectrical.com
c: Russell Anderson - Managing Director
Scottish Ballet
Scotland’s National Dance company
Tramway
25 Albert Drive
Glasgow
G41 2PE
t: 0141 331 2931
w: www.scottishballet.co.uk
e: kirsten.cockburn@scottishballet.co.uk
e: antonia.brownlee@scottishballet.co.uk
c: Kirsten Cockburn - Head of Marketing &
Corporate Sponsorship or Antonia Brownlee
- Head of Development and Fundraising
SFF Services Limited
Provision of Marine Services to Offshore
Industries
24 Rubislaw Terrace
Aberdeen
AB10 1XE
t: 01224 646966
w: www.services.sff.co.uk
e: s.alexander@sff.co.uk
c: Steven Alexander – Director of Business
Development
Temple Medical Ltd
Award winning medical aesthetics clinic
serving individual and corporate clients with
focus on leading edge treatments for skin
problems, anti-aging and renowned Alizonne
Therapy weight loss and body contouring
programme.
6 West Craibstone Street
Aberdeen
AB11 6DL
t: 01224 869997
w: www.templemedical.co.uk
e: scrobson@templemedical.co.uk
c: Dr Sam Robson - Owner / Practitioner

Titan Investors (trading name of Aberdeen
Union Street Pos Ltd)
Titan Investors is a real estate investment
company that specialises in the development
of high quality commercial property buildings
Acre House
11-15 William Road
London
NW1 3ER
w: www.titaninvestors.co.uk
e: admin@titaninvestors.co.uk
c: Sean Mackenzie - Director
The People Practice
The People Practice provides HR
management and consultancy across all
sectors with particular expertise in O&G.
It specialises in HR advice on mergers,
acquisitions, divestments, joint ventures or
an IPO.
2 Berryhill Park
Oyne
Insch
Aberdeenshire
AB52 6ZA
t: 07976 233466
w: www.peoplepractice.com
e: chris@peoplepractice.com
c: Christine Dunridge - Managing Director
Town and Country Apartments & Leasing
4 Victoria Street
Inverurie
Aberdeen
AB51 3QS
t: 01467 672223
w: www.townandcountryapartments.co.uk
e: info@townandcountryapartments.co.uk
c: Richard Booth - Business Development

NEW MEMBERS

Infield Systems Limited
Energy Analysts
Unit F6, Enterprise Centre
Aberdeen Enrgy Park
Exploration Drive
Bridge of Don
Aberdeen
AB238GX
t: 01224 258150
w: www.infield.com
e: steve.adams@infield.com
c: Steve Adams - International Sales &
Business Manager

Turriff Agri Parts Ltd
Installation of water (private) systems, sale
and repair of pressure cleaning equipment,
agricultural spare parts.
22-26 Duff Street
Turriff
AB53 4AX
t: 01888 563509
c: George Mearns - MD
Webecom Marketing
Marketing
8 Westfield Court
Stonehaven
AB39 2JW
t: 01569 760185
w: www.webecommarketing.co.uk
e: george@webecommarketing.co.uk
c: George McGillivray - Owner
Youtrain Ltd
Private Training provider delivering a
range of training programmes – Modern
Apprenticeships, Microsoft Technical Training
& Web Developer Apprenticeships
Unit 127
Stirling Enterprise Park
Players Road
Stirling
Stirlingshire
FK7 7RP
t: 01786 478478
w: www.youtrain.com
e: sales@youtrain.com
c: Kerr Wintersgill - Sales Manager
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On the move

ON THE MOVE

as an international projects
manager running contracts
in Ghana, the Ivory Coast
and Angola as well as in the
UK sector of the North Sea
where he managed a small
team of people.

Kirsty Nutt
Kirsty Nutt has joined RSPB
Scotland in Aberdeen, as
Communications Officer
for East Scotland (an area
covering the Northern Isles
to Fife). Kirsty’s role is to
promote what the charity
is doing, and what people
can do at home and in
their local communities, to
give nature a home in East
Scotland. She comes to her
role following a PhD at the
University of Aberdeen,
where she researched
tropical rainforest tree
reproduction, and with a
passion for communicating
about conservation and
inspiring people to care
about nature.

Oil and gas service
company Centrifuges
Un-Limited has appointed
of a new operations
manager.
Davie Thomson began his
career in labouring and
painting/blasting roles
on rigs at Invergordon
and, prior to joining the
team at Centrifuges
Un-Limited, was employed

Bertling has appointed
Martin Jones as Business
Development Manager,
based in Aberdeen. Martin
will be responsible for
business development
within the Aberdeen and
Shire area.
The Bertling Logistics
office in Aberdeen was
opened in November 2010
to provide further support
to Bertling UK’s clients in
the Oil and Gas Industry.
Since the opening of the
Aberdeen office, Bertling
has continually expanded
their presence within the
Aberdeen market. Their
service offerings and
global presence make them
well placed to handle the
specific requirements from
the international energy
industry.

Paddy Mallan
Operational Excellence
(OPEX) Group Ltd has
appointed an operations
director to strengthen
the company’s growing
presence in the UK
Continental Shelf.
Paddy Mallan, former
production operations
director at AMEC, brings
a wealth of knowledge to
the company which helps
operators maximise oil and
gas production.
As operations director
for OPEX, Paddy and his
team will be responsible
for delivering OPEX’s
unique range of services
that enables operating
companies to eliminate
production losses and
unplanned breakdowns.

3sun Group, a specialist
provider of products and
services to the global
energy industry, has
appointed Andrew Elmes
as Renewables Director.
This is a new role which
has been created to drive
forward the company’s
strategy for offshore and
onshore wind turbine
installation, operations and
maintenance.
Prior to joining 3sun Group,
Andrew spent four years
as Head of UK Projects
with Siemens Energy
Renewables. More recently,
he held the position of Bid
Management Consultant
in Sydney with Tenix
Infrastructure, an energy
infrastructure solutions
provider.

Andrew Elmes

Martin Jones

ROMAR International,
a provider of magnetic
separation products
and oilfield services, has
boosted its team with two
key appointments.
Mark Bullmore and Zander
Duncan join the team as
Operations Manager and
Workshop Supervisor
respectively.

Deep Casing Tools has
appointed Jason Henry
and Magnus Wardle
as Vice-Presidents of
Business Development and
Technology respectively,
strengthening its global
team.

Aberdeen’s Recruitment Specialists
T +44 (0)1224 658 865

www.thorpemolloy.com
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Carbon Financial Partners
has recruited one of
Scotland’s top financial
planners.
Chartered and certified
financial planner Nicola
Coates has joined from
Turcan Connell.
Nicola is based at Carbon’s
Perth office, but will work
out of the Edinburgh
and Aberdeen offices as
required.

Six new members of staff
have joined Burness Paull
in a move which supports
increasing levels of work
that the firm is handling in
the property sector.
Gillian Irons, Stephanie
Murray, Steven McAllister,
Stuart Gardiner and Yasmin
Strachan have joined the
firm as solicitors in the
commercial property team,
along with Amanda Gibb
who has been appointed
as a solicitor in the
housebuilding team.
All of the staff will be based
in Burness Paull’s Aberdeen
office.
Head of the Burness
Paull property team,
Nick Naddell said: “The
commercial property
market in Aberdeen is
particularly buoyant due
to the demand for office
space in the city.
“It is essential that we have
resources available to fulfil
the requirements of our
clients.”

Altor Risk Group has
promoted John Duncan, its
Operations Manager, to be
the new Regional Manager
in emergency response and
crisis management for the
UK, Europe and Americas.
John is being replaced by
Scott Bruce as the new
Operations Manager for UK,
Europe and the Americas.
Scott is a former senior
police officer.

John Duncan

Hall Morrice has expanded
its team with three
appointments. Senior
analyst Iain Bridges has
joined the audit and
accounts team. Natalia
Streeter is returning to
her Aberdeen roots after
several years in Edinburgh
and Fife to take on the
role of business advisory
analyst and Ludi Merci has
also joined the business
advisory team as a business
advisory analyst.

Susie Walker
Accountants and business
advisers, Johnston
Carmichael, has appointed
Susie Walker as its new
Head of Tax.
Susie, who has also been
promoted to partner level
within the firm, joined
Johnston Carmichael in
2012 as a director after 20
years of heading up the
group tax functions of a
number of major banks.
After four successful
years of running and
developing Aberdeen Asset
Management’s business
in the Americas, Gary
Marshall is to return to the
United Kingdom, where he
will continue to play a key
role in the development of
the business of the Group.
David Steyn joined
Aberdeen in January as
Head of Americas to lead
the business to the next
level.
Commercial property
specialist Knight Frank has
bolstered its Aberdeen
agency team.
Chris Ion, who has been
with the firm since 2008,
has been promoted to
Associate from his previous
role of Senior Surveyor.
Claire Herriot is now fully
professionally qualified
as a Member of the Royal
Institution of Chartered
Surveyors.
Matthew Park has joined as
a Senior Surveyor.

Aberdein Considine has
significantly expanded
its legal team in
Edinburgh with five new
appointments, three at
partner level.
Graham Scott joins as a
private client partner and
will be primarily based
at the firm’s Edinburgh
legal office which has also
welcomed Leonie Donald
as a partner.
Joining the firm as a
partner at Aberdein
Considine’s property office
in Edinburgh is Julian Scott.
Ross Webb and Vicki
Miller complete the new
appointments in Edinburgh,
with both joining the firm
as solicitors.
Ross joins with experience
in litigation and dispute
resolution.
Vicki is a specialist in
personal injury and
medical negligence and
has comprehensive CICA
Tribunal and Court of
Session experience.

ON THE MOVE

Nicola Coates

Aberdeen City Council has
appointed Steve Whyte as
Head of Finance.
He has been promoted
to the post from his
current position as Chief
Accountant and has been
acting Head of Finance
since early summer.
Steve has been with
the City Council since it
was formed in 1996 and
worked previously for its
predecessor organisation,
Grampian Regional Council.

Maersk Training has
appointed David Bowyer
as new Head of Training
and Education.
David joins the senior
management team to
oversee all aspects of
training, following recent
growth in the number of
delegates attending their
courses. He was previously
the Assistant Director of
Curriculum at Derwentside
College.

David Bowyer
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On the move

Craig Hamilton
Former journalist Craig
Hamilton has joined
Frasermedia as a PR
Account Manager,
increasing the team to five.
Craig is a film and
media graduate who
started his career in
broadcast journalism,
before moving into PR
and communications. He
has experience of radio
journalism. Latterly he
worked for the Scottish
Parliament where he
had responsibility for
generating and driving
media campaigns.

Murray Rudkin, a former
Scotland under-21 rugby
player, has joined office
equipment specialist
Capital Document Solutions
as commercial director.
He brings nearly twenty
years’ experience in sales
and business management
to the firm in both the UK
and international markets.

Aventa Systems has
appointed Darren Lindsay
as business development
manager. His new role at
Aventa involves all aspects
of sales, from day-to-day
account management to
boosting the profile of
the company at industry
events.
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Beamshare has expanded
its team to cope with
increasing interest in its
video sharing software.
Daniel Blasco Calzada joins
the software team as a
Developer, to help maintain
Beamshare’s position at
the cutting edge of secure
video sharing.
Hannah May joins as
the Customer Support
Officer and Vivian Tsang
is the team’s new Market
Development Officer.

Empire HR, which
is headquartered in
Aberdeen and also has
offices in Glasgow, has
been bolstered by the
accreditation of Catherine
Wilson as a registered
mediator.
Catherine’s qualification
follows increased demand
for the mediation services
which Empire provides and
she joins chartered FCIPD,
Elaine Masson, as one of
two dedicated specialists
who deal with complex
disputes, grievances and
the breakdown in working
relationships between
teams or individuals.
Catherine’s accredited
training was delivered
through The Mediation
Partnership in Aberdeen.

Catherine Wilson

Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber of Commerce

Jackie Allen has joined
the board of CLAN Cancer
Support. Jackie has
extensive knowledge of
the retail sector having
established and operated
the fashion boutique The
B’s Knees in Oldmeldrum
and Inverurie for 25 years
before becoming an
independent business
consultant early in 2012.
Stuart Cameron
Maersk Training has
appointed Stuart Cameron
as UK Managing Director. He
was previously managing
director of Maersk Training
in Newcastle and will now
oversee both UK training
centres in Aberdeen and
Newcastle and will be
responsible for driving
further the company’s
expansion plans in the
growing UK oil and gas,
maritime and offshore wind
sectors.
Interim Management
Consultancy, Cameron
Carnegie Consulting, has
appointed Mervyn Stanley
as Managing Director.
The Sales and Business
Development Consultancy
firm with offices in
Aberdeen, Edinburgh and
Elgin is expanding quickly
after being set up in
November 2012.
Global oil and gas
consultancy Maxoil
Solutions has recruited Paul
Charlton as a Technical
Authority.
Paul joins Maxoil’s
production chemistry
consultancy team in a role
which will also see him
generate new business
opportunities through
harnessing relationships
built up during his 30 years
in the oil and gas sector.

Hamish Lean, partner at
Stronachs and a specialist
in agricultural has been
appointed to an expert
group which will advise
the Scottish Government
on its review of agricultural
holdings legislation. He
will counsel the Scottish
Environment and Rural
Affairs Secretary, Richard
Lochhead MSP, on
delivering a sustainable
tenant farming sector as
part of the Agricultural
Holdings Legislation Review.
Les Hill, managing director
of LFH Engineering, has
been appointed to the
Board of the Scottish
Manufacturing Advisory
Service (SMAS). Les was
approached to join the
advisory group by economic
agency Scottish Enterprise.
The company won the
Overall Small Business of
the Year accolade at the
Northern Star Business
Awards in 2011.

Les Hill
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